Mechanisms involved in epigenetic down-regulation of Gfap under maternal hypothyroidism.
Thyroid hormones (TH) of maternal origin are crucial regulator of mammalian brain development during embryonic period. Although maternal TH deficiency during the critical periods of embryonic neo-cortical development often results in irreversible clinical outcomes, the fundamental basis of these abnormalities at a molecular level is still obscure. One of the key developmental process affected by maternal TH insufficiency is the delay in astrocyte maturation. Glial fibrillary acidic protein (Gfap) is a predominant cell marker of mature astrocyte and is regulated by TH status. Inspite, of being a TH responsive gene during neocortical development the mechanistic basis of Gfap transcriptional regulation by TH has remained elusive. In this study using rat model of maternal hypothyroidism, we provide evidence for an epigenetic silencing of Gfap under TH insufficiency and its recovery upon TH supplementation. Our results demonstrate increased DNA methylation coupled with decreased histone acetylation at the Gfap promoter leading to suppression of Gfap expression under maternal hypothyroidism. In concordance, we also observed a significant increase in histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity in neocortex of TH deficient embryos. Collectively, these results provide novel insight into the role of TH regulated epigenetic mechanisms, including DNA methylation, and histone modifications, which are critically important in mediating precise temporal neural gene regulation.